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APEXEL APL-JJ070 70" Selfie Stick/Tripod (Black)
Discover versatility and reliability with the APEXEL APL-JJ070 tripod, the perfect solution for any photography and video enthusiast. This
black tripod/selfie stick not only provides stability and versatility with the ability to position your phone vertically, horizontally, and tilt at
various angles, but also offers security for your device thanks to protective silicone covers on the grip. Its reinforced construction, rubber
anti-slip pads on the legs, and a tripod thread for mounting additional equipment, such as cameras or lights, make it an indispensable
tool for anyone who values quality and functionality. The set includes not only the tripod but also a carrying case, instruction manual,
remote trigger, phone holder, and a mounting part, making it a comprehensive solution for both professionals and amateurs.
 
High Compatibility
The APEXEL APL-JJ070 tripod demonstrates exceptional compatibility with phones ranging from 5.58 - 9.4mm in width, allowing users to
use a wide range of mobile devices. This ensures that regardless of the phone model, you can enjoy a stable and secure grip, providing
stability for your photos and videos. This feature makes the tripod an ideal choice for people who use different phones or want to ensure
that their new device will also fit.
 
Stability and Security
Ensuring security for your device is key, and the APEXEL APL-JJ070 tripod accomplishes this task perfectly. Protective silicone covers on
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the  phone  grip,  enriched  with  a  texture  to  prevent  slipping,  guarantee  that  your  phone  will  remain  safe  and  stable  during  use.  This
feature is particularly important when working in difficult terrain conditions.
 
Versatility of Use
Thanks to the ability to position the phone vertically,  horizontally,  and tilt  it  at various angles,  the APEXEL APL-JJ070 tripod is an ideal
solution for any type of photography and video. This versatility allows for easy adjustment of settings to framing needs, offering users
creative freedom in content creation.
 
Reinforced Construction
The reinforced construction of the tripod ensures its durability and resistance to damage, which is extremely important for people who
often work in the field. The solid construction of the tripod guarantees that it can withstand intense use and various external conditions,
providing stability and security for the equipment for years.
 
Rubber Anti-slip Pads
The  tripod's  legs  equipped  with  rubber  anti-slip  pads  significantly  increase  stability  on  various  surfaces,  preventing  the  tripod  from
accidentally moving. This is key to maintaining continuity and quality of the frame, especially in places where the stability of the ground
may pose a challenge.
 
Package Contents
Carrying case 
Tripod 
Instruction manual 
Remote trigger 
Phone holder 
Mounting part 
 
Brand Apexel Model APL-JJ070Color Black Compatibility with phones of width 5.58 - 9.4mmTripod Height 51 - 178cm Leg Span 53cm 

Price:

€ 40.50

Smartphone accessories, Akcesoria GSM, Selfiesticks, Uchwyty selfie, Tripods, statywy,
stojaki, Statywy i lampy pierścieniowe
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